2017 SUMMER CAMP THEMES

Our 2017 weekly themes are here! These themes help bring extra fun and camp craziness to the week. We incorporate them into our activities, campfires, taps talks and the Camp Hanes party at the end of the week. So gather your wackiest and tackiest attire so you can be a part of the theme all week long.

Week of June 12: DOWN ON THE FARM
From dawn to dusk, farm life is all about loving the land and hard work. We'll celebrate a simpler way of life this week. Bring your overalls, straw hats, and bandanas! (Dc1)

Week of June 18: UNDER THE SEA
There is a whole big world on the ocean floor. From mermaids to singing lobsters, we'll have no trouble singing and dancing our week through camp. Bring all things aquatic as we get ready to explore under the sea! (Dc2:Rc1:Mini:Adv1:LIT1)

Week of June 25: CLUE
It was Colonel Mustard in the canteen with the candlestick! We'll solve the mystery in this week themed to everyone's favorite detective board game! Join us as we try to figure out who's responsible for kidnapping Zip Zip. Bring your detective gear and be ready to find some clues. (Dc3:Rc2:Adv2:LIT1)

Week of July 2: GIANTS, WIZARDS, AND ELVES
In the realm of mythical creatures, anything goes. Dress up as your favorite giant, wizard, or elf as you take on another identity during this week at camp! Whether you're a wizard from Hogwarts or an elf, join us in becoming your otherworldly favorite! (Dc4:LIT1)

Week of July 9: SAM I AM GREEN EGGS AND HAM
Find your inner creativity as we climb into the colorful worlds of Dr. Seuss! From Cat in the Hat to Horton Hears a Who we are all running around like Thing 1 and Thing 2 just having a blast at camp. So be ready to count your fish and defend the trees as we wear our red and white striped hats. (Dc5:Rc3:Adv3:LIT2)

Week of July 16: SPACE THE FINAL FRONTIER
Take a voyage on the starship Enterprise for the journey of exploration beyond compare. Whether you've dreamed of exploration through the eyes of Star Trek, Star Wars, or becoming a real life astronaut who works for NASA, now is your chance to explore space at camp. (Dc6:Rc4:Adv4:LIT2)

Week of July 12: DOWN ON THE FARM
From dawn to dusk, farm life is all about loving the land and hard work. We'll celebrate a simpler way of life this week. Bring your overalls, straw hats, and bandanas! (Dc1)

Week of July 23: CAMP HANES HOLIDAYS!
'Tis the season for every holiday in July! Celebrate with your camp family we celebrate all the holidays! Live a year's worth of major holidays all in one week from New Years to Christmas! So bring your holiday cheer and your holiday-themed gear! (Dc7:Rc5:Adv5:LIT2:LIT3)

Week of July 30: NINJA'S VS PIRATES
Whether you battle as a covert agent or on the high seas, you'll have to decide if ninjas or pirates are the one to beat! Will the old school quiet and sneaky battle style of the ninjas make them the rulers of camp or will the loud and bold pirate win the day? You won't want to miss this week to watch the battle unfold. (Dc8:Rc6:Adv6:LIT3)

Week of August 6: WE'RE NOT IN KANSAS ANYMORE
From Dorothy's ruby red slippers to flying monkeys and cowardly lions, we'll relive every part of the classic movie, "The Wizard of Oz" where we find courage, heart, and mind and finally make it back home. (Dc9:Lamb's:LIT3)